Centum Learning lends a helping hand to Nepal earthquake victims

New Delhi, May 18, 2015: Centum Learning, a leading organization in the global skills development and vocational training has volunteered with Vishal Group and Golcha Organization to provide help in Nepal. Vishal Group and Golcha Organization are large family business houses in Nepal.

Centum Learning, the largest partner of NSDC, reached out to the far flung villages in the hilly areas of Nepal where no relief had reached for almost two weeks since the day of the devastating earthquake. They provided them with tents to house the displaced families. They have also engaged with donor agencies where they will adopt small villages and rebuild houses with prefabricated construction materials that can survive future disasters of such magnitude.

“We hope and pray that our initiatives and support helps the earthquake victims in Nepal and help them get back to normalcy at the earliest.” says Sanjeev Duggal, CEO and Director, Centum Learning.

Centum Learning will also engage in providing extensive training/skilling the local villagers with the help of voluntary trainers from Mechanical and Civil streams. This will help local villagers to get back into possible employment opportunities as part of the rehabilitation effort.